
The Mechanics of the Counterpart RelationHenk Zeevat�University of Amsterdam1 Worlds and minds.As a rough approximation, we can think of the world as a theory in some logical language,presumably a complete theory. The objects in the world correspond to the individual constants,the properties and relations to the predicate letters etc.In a equally rough approximation we can think of a mind (or the mind as an information carrier)in much the same way, with the di�erence that this time the theory need not be complete.If we take our rough models together in order to get a model of a world and several minds, weneed to take care that the non-logical symbols of our languages are distinct. After all, one time asymbol models a bit of John's mind, another time a bit of Tom's, a third time a bit of the worldand all these bits are distinct.The point of these considerations is that the model we obtain is highly incomplete, not in thedetails of the world or of the minds, but in their connections. What is interesting about minds isthat they contain thoughts about the world and about other minds. That means that we musthave a relation of reference between minds and the world and between minds among each other.A symbol from Tom's mind may refer to a symbol from the world or from Bill's mind.This paper is about this relationship, which I will call the counterpart relationship. Notice thatthis counterpart relation, though employing the same metaphor as Lewis (1968), is neverthelessquite di�erent: we are not relating possible worlds existing independently of each other, but oneworld and the minds it contains. The situation is like the one in Fauconnier (1985): we have a setof spaces �lled with objects and mappings between the spaces. Not all these spaces are mentalhowever: the world itself is an extra one.The whole purpose of minds is to reect what the world is like, minds are connected to oneparticular world by the senses and through action, so that minds are partial causes of events inthe world and in other minds. Unlike possible worlds that just exist, the minds and the world arein a constant causal interaction.It is this causal interaction, which will in the following be the basis of an attempt of explaininghow a constituent of some mind can come to be about a part of the world or of another mind.2 NamesMy starting point will be the causal theory of proper names (Kripke 1972). I accept Kripke'sarguments against theories which equate the meaning of proper names with a de�nition, but my�I wish to thank Noor van Leusen, Claire Gardent, Remko Scha, Rob van der Sandt, Francis Corblin and ClaireBeyssade for commenting on various drafts of this paper. All remaining errors are of course my own.1



concern in this paper is not the theory of names, but the causality that is assumed in the causaltheory of names. The underlying causal principles required for the causal theory of names will bethe basis for developing an account of the counterpart relation in the next section.The causal theory of names can be briey stated as follows. The fact that a name, say Eliza, inan utterance, say (1),(1) Eliza is at homeas uttered now by me to you, refers to Eliza, is caused by some event in the past, the originaldubbing of Eliza by that name (or some equivalent phonological string) and the intervening useof the name for that person.This is a highly reasonable view, but also a mysterious one. It appears to involve a kind of causalitywhereby a relation between a phonological pattern and an object is caused by the use of language,in particular the use of the phonological form (or its equivalents) as a name for the object.The claim can be spelled out in the form of the following two causal principles.(2) a. if x dubs y N , then N 's use by participants in the dubbing willrefer afterwards to y.b. if x uses N to refer to y in a conversation to z then afterwardsa use of N by z will refer to y as well.By these laws, we can explain how it comes that Eliza is called Eliza, even when everybody hasforgotten how Eliza came to have this name. The theory does not rely on a criterion of identi�cationfor Eliza, though there may be one or on the ability of users to identify Eliza, though they maybe able to do so. Neither does it require that there are users who have the ability to e�ectivelyidentify Eliza, though again there may be such users. All that the theory gives us is a criterionfor the application of the name to its referent in a particular use: Is there a causal link betweenthe current use and the original dubbing?If we want to say that the name refers to a referent independently of any particular use, it isnecessary to assume that the use of the name for the referent has become preponderant in acommunity of language users. This then allows a certain margin of error that can be corrected bythe overwhelming correct use. In principle, however, we can always restrict the reference relationto particular uses of particular users. We will do so in the following.We will also interpret the theory as giving necessary and su�cient conditions for a name havinga referent. If the use of the name is not is not covered by our two principles, it will not refer.This is somewhat unfair, but we are especially interested in seeing where the theory fails to givean explanation.Let us start with the dubbing principle. The �rst thing to do is to give a precise determination ofa dubbing. Provisionally, a dubbing will be a �rst use of a name at which the referent is presented:this involves the referent being present and it being clear somehow that the referent is the personintended with the name. Second, mistakes must be discussed. What happens if the name is notnew, but already in use? What happens if one of the participants in the dubbing mistakes thepresented referent for somebody else ?It seems that the �rst kind of mistake does not lead to problems. An old name can be taken up fora new use. There will be a problem in using the name, however, because there will be occasionswhere the old and the new use are hard to keep apart. The causal theory gives an answer towhat happens in the other case: the mistaken participant cannot play the appropriate role in thecausal link. But what if the mistaken user just proceeds? She can go on and use the name for2



the false referent. Others may start following her. At certain occasions, the false referent maybe present. It seems that her mistaken use may like the proper dubbing be a basis for referringto the object and even for the full use of a name in the community. We must, it seems, stretchthe concept of a dubbing to any occasion when the name is used in the presence of its apparentreferent to take account of this possibility. This will then allow a series of dubbings to be the basisfor a reference by the name at a certain occasion. This is not an objection. As long as referenceoperates correctly, it will be only for theoretical reasons, that we could want to establish that twouses of the name are equivalent in the sense that there is some dubbing that has caused both uses.The second law needs some loosening up of the concept of conversation. Conversation must includereading, watching television, using the telephone etc. Considerable complexities may be involvedhere, but I will not go into them. More important is the concept of reference in the formulation.Since we interpret the causal theory as de�ning reference for names, we have to turn to the theoryfor a de�nition of the notion of reference as used in the second law. Dubbing starts the referenceto an object by means of a name. The second law carries reference over: exposure to genuinereference allows a person to start using the name for the same referent and to become himself asource for further reference to the same object by the same name.With respect to the second law, we can also ask what happens when mistakes occur. As it isnormally impossible for a language user to determine whether a new name is genuinely referring,it is possible for this user to pick up the name, intending to use it to refer to whatever the speakerwas referring to, without the name being genuine: (a) the speaker |knowingly or unknowingly|was using a name without a referent, (b) the speaker may have had a referent in mind withoutperforming a proper dubbing and without relying on an earlier proper dubbing and (c) the speakermay make a mistake: he intends to refer to something, but is actually causally con�gured to referto something else by that name. This happens if Bill has acquired the name Mary in the normalway as a name for Mary, but now uses it to refer to Susan because he is under the illusion that\Mary" is Susan's name.In case (a), the causal theory predicts that the name also does not refer when the new speakeremploys it. We were de�ning what reference is and thereby the conditions for reference are notful�lled. The question arises whether there are non-referring uses of names, but the causal theorydoes not say anything about this issue. In case (b), the new speaker will not refer either, whetherthe speaker had an object in mind or not. Only when the utterance of the speaker is also a dubbingwill reference ensue. In the last case (c), we have a more serious problem. Following the causalprinciple, we will have to say that in this case the new speaker will follow the causal con�gurationof the speaker rather than the speaker's intention (in the example: the information is about Mary,not about Susan). This is problematic, as there may be clues in the original use concerning theintended reference of the speaker. Having such clues does not turn the use into a dubbing (thereneed not be clues, the clues need not constitute a presentation of the false referent), but makesit hard to decribe the new speaker appropriately: the new speaker may lean towards the falsereferent, while being caused to refer to the proper referent. The causal theory does not seem to beable to describe the new speaker's intention of the false referent. The only way out would be tostretch the notion of a dubbing beyond what is reasonable, i.e. by dropping the requirement thatthe object is presented at a dubbing and replacing it by the requirement that some informationis given about the referent. This would make dubbings coincide with any use of the name. Howserious this problem is comes out clearly when we realise that for many names, our actual usecould well originate in such a mistake, while the original use is lost.So there are some points where the causal theory fails to predict anything: the cases where theconditions of the law are not ful�lled. Given that names are used in these circumstances and canbe used to make true and useful statements, e.g. the well known examples in (3), we have tosupplement the causal laws. Also, there are problems in the description of mistakes. The meaningof Santa Claus, Zeus and Vulcan is not explained by the causal theory, since the non-existence oftheir referents makes it impossible that they have been baptized. Yet all sentences appear to say3



something informative.(3) Santa Claus does not exist.Bill worships Zeus.John believes Vulcan is covered with craters.Without disagreeing with the causal theory of names, which does indeed account in an intuitivelyplausible and essentially correct way for the "standard" use of proper names, i.e. the case wherenames do refer and originate from a dubbing, we �nd that the causal principles involved have notbeen formulated in their full generality. In the next section, I will try to remedy this by statingsome principles that govern the construction of the counterpart relation. The causal theory ofnames will be implied by these principles, but will not itself imply their consequences for the useof proper names.In the theory we will adopt, the users of a name N associate an internal object with their useof N . The notion of an internal object derives from the classical analysis of representations(see Twardowski (1977)). In any representation, a subject represents something by means ofa content. As a representation may or may not represent something outside the mind of therepresenter, internal objects are necessary. In case the representation is of an outside object, wehave a relation between the internal object and the external object. The counterpart relation isprecisely this relation. The assumption of internal objects allows us to deal with the cases thatare hard to describe if we have only names, referents and users.3 Some LawsIn this section, I describe the processes that create counterparts in a mind of objects in the worldand of the internal objects of other minds.No doubt the simplest and most common way to acquire an internal counterpart is by seeingobjects in the world. If we store our visual experience in memory, we thereby create objects thatare counterparts of the objects that a�ected our senses. We have to distinguish between seeingobjects which we recognise (we have seen them before or have other experience of them), andseeing objects which appear to be new. In the �rst case, the new experience is connected to anold counterpart, in the second case a new counterpart must be created.When recognition takes place, mistakes can happen. We can attribute our visual experience toa known object that in fact does not cause our experience. An internal object then becomes acounterpart of two di�erent objects: the object seen and the object it was recognised as.Also when we see a new object, mistakes can occur. We may see an object we are familiar with,but that we do not recognise. In this case, two internal objects will be counterparts of the sameexternal object.
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ybbyvvvold newnew object?a ax xa a ?new objectnew old vvv v vbv? ����x b old newv?vax xav?v vx?vaav?xvold new vy����new cp old cp old cpold object failedrecognition v?v av?xv v?v����� �x?vav old newmisrecognitionFig.1 Changes in the Counterpart RelationIn Figure 1, the �ve di�erent possibilities are distinguished. Here x and y are mental objectsand a and b objects in the world and the arrows indicate the counterpart relation. In each case,the situation before and after the perception is indicated. When a new object is perceived andrecognised as new (case 1), in the old situation there is only the object. In the new situation, anew internal object is linked to the object by the counterpart relation. When a familiar object isrecognised as such (case 3), nothing changes. The other three cases in the picture are the mistakes:a new object that is recognised as an old one (case 2), an old object that is not recognised (case4), and an old object that is misrecognised as another old object (case 5).What holds for visual perception hold for the other senses as well. We can infer a bowl of chickensoup by its smell or by its taste or perhaps by the sound of somebody eating some of it. It wouldbe incorrect, however, to classify counterparts as arising by particular senses, as the most commonperceptions are based on combinations of di�erent senses. It is simplest to integrate vision andthe other senses and replace the principles for vision by principles referring to a combination ofthe senses under the label of experience. We obtain the following principles:(4) a. An experience of an object that is correctly not recognised bythe subject leads to the creation of an internal counterpart of thatobject.b. An experience of an object that is incorrectly not recognisedby the subject leads to the creation of an extra internal counter-part of that object.c. An experience of an object that is correctly recognised by thesubject leads to the addition of the content of the experience tothe old internal counterpart of that object.d. An experience of a new object that is incorrectly recognisedby the subject leads to the addition of the content of the experi-ence to an old internal object which becomes a counterpart of theexperienced object.e. An experience of an old object that is incorrectly recognised bythe subject leads to the addition of the content of the experienceto another old internal object which becomes another counterpartof the experienced object.Perhaps some counterparts must be attributed to reason rather than perceptual experience. Ifthere are abstract objects that we can grasp by reason alone, the reasoning process by which webecome acquainted with such objects leads to the creation of counterparts for them. This maybe the way to account for thoughts about numbers, sets, spaces etc. In that case, however, there5



is no ground for giving reason a special status, it comes out as a special kind of experience, i.e.intellectual experience.Other cases where reason may be responsible for the existence of a counterpart may be illustratedas follows. If I enter my kitchen and see my cat in a typical posture in front of the refrigerator, Iimmediately infer that there is mouse under or behind the refrigerator. If there is |and my cathas never been wrong in these matters| I may have acquired a counterpart of the mouse by thesemeans, as I have not experienced the mouse myself.As above, it is reasonable to bring this kind of inference under an extended notion of experience.The only di�erence is that it is easier to make mistakes in these cases: the postulated mouse hasnot been seen and need not exist. This is however a question of gradation, since visual illusions,mishearing and other cases of perceptual failure have a similar structure. We can form internallion-counterparts in response to seeing a wax �gure of a lion, we can mistake Paul for Peter, etc.So it does not seem wrong to employ a notion of experience which includes inference from whatis directly perceived.If we want counterparts outside of experience, we can consider innate counterparts. I am not sureit is necessary to assume them, but there seems to be no good reason for ruling them out either.An obvious candidate is the self, the privileged counterpart which represents a subject to itself,and which in case of memory loss can get dissociated from the speaker's name. Other candidatesare bodyparts and mental experiences like pains.In the example of the cat, we encounter counterparts of objects in other minds. I infer from thebehaviour of my cat that it thinks there is mouse under the refrigerator. The cat's skills in thesematters also make me think there is a mouse. If the cat is wrong, I have acquired an internalmouse that is a counterpart of the cat's, without there being an external mouse or another externalobject of which both the cat and me have a counterpart. Such counterparts arise as soon as mindsare involved in the creation of artefacts (here behaviour) from which we can infer that the mindcontains certain objects.If we look at a picture depicting some scene, we get experience which is like normal experience. Insome pictorial traditions, the aim in the production of the picture has been to make the experienceof the picture as similar as possible to normal experience. As in other experience we form or adaptinternal counterparts in response to our experience of pictures. Our counterpart is of the objectas represented in the picture, independently of the question whether there is an object that thepicture represents. If there is such an external object that the picture represents, our counterpartsare thereby also counterparts of the external object that the picture represents. The situationhere di�ers from the case of the cat. We think of the cat's behaviour as a result of the presenceof the mouse. The picture however need not be caused by what it represents (though it may).Internal objects resulting from �ctional objects are like errors as they are not counterparts of areal object. They di�er from errors in that they may do so on purpose. Counterparts of �ctionalobjects may thereby be counterparts of internal objects of the creator of the picture. A principle:an internal object caused by a pictorial representation is a counterpart of whatever the object inthe picture represents.Communication can be compared to pictures. People tell each other about real objects, �ctionalobjects and other objects. Kamp's Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) gives a number ofrules for building semantic representations of sequences of sentences (discourses) that de�ne waysof dealing with these reports about objects. The rules in Kamp's theory can be readily understoodas analogies for the rules for perception that we have considered until now. Their aim is di�erenthowever as Kamp tries to make sense of the linguistic distinctions in referring expressions (de�niteversus inde�nite, perfect versus past tense etc.) Because of this aim, the representations representnot so much what actually happens in a hearer, but the development of the hearer as expected bythe the speaker. Here we are interested in what really happens to the hearer. As a result we willhave to modify the rules. 6



The following two rules are adapted from Kamp to our current context. The rule for de�nites isa very rough approximation.(5) a. If an inde�nite expression is encountered, create a new internalobject as the reference of the inde�nite that is a counterpart of theinternal object of the speaker that is the speaker's reference for theinde�nite.b. If a de�nite expression is encountered, identify an old internalobject meeting the description as the object to which the de�niterefers as a counterpart of the speaker's reference.The last clause covers names, but names cannot always be identi�ed with old objects of theinterpreter. When the name is used for the �rst time the object to which the name refers must becreated. As is well known, for many de�nites the same rule obtains: if they are not identi�able inthe representation of the context, a counterpart must be created. We will have more to say aboutthis issue later on.Similarly, we must also take into account the situation where an inde�nite is used (indicatingthat the speaker assumes that the hearer will not already have an internal object for it) but thatthe hearer nonetheless recognises the object to which the speaker refers. In that case an oldcounterpart is used.This means that we can state the principle in a rather simple way:(6) a. If an expression is encountered that refers to an object and thehearer does not know which object this is, the hearer creates acounterpart of the speaker's object that caused the speaker to usethis referring expression.b. If a referring expression is encountered which is recognised asreferring to whatever an internal object of the hearer refers to,the hearer's internal object becomes a counterpart of the internalobject of the speaker that caused the referring expression.De�niteness and inde�niteness are not decisive in this context, but the distinction can still beinterpreted as an indication of the strategy that the speaker thinks the hearer must follow indealing with a referring expression.Communication builds counterparts to the internal objects of the speaker, internal objects, whichin turn may be counterparts of an external object. This means that we must consider not onlyreferential mistakes, but also the mistakes that a subject has inherited from other speakers bycommunication.The following two examples illustrate ideal communication, i.e. communication according to thespeaker's assumptions.
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Fig. 2 Tom says: Mary is in the garden�� gardengardengarden MaryMaryMary BillTomHHHHHHHHj ���������� ����������HHHHHHHHj zzzz zzp

Figure 2 presents an ideal successful utterance of the sentence: Mary is in the garden. Bill hasa counterpart of Mary and of the garden and identi�es them with the objects Tom is referringto. The bold arrows indicate the possibly new elements of the counterpart relation: Bill's objectbecomes linked to Tom's. jcatcatcatFig. 3 Tom says: Mary saw a cat
���� MaryMaryMary BillTomHHHHHHHHj ����������HHHHHHHHj zzz zzp

Figure 3 presents an equally ideal utterance of Mary saw a cat to Bill who is not yet acquaintedwith the cat. So Bill's counterpart of the cat is new and Bill is only indirectly related to the cat.When a new name is used in communication, the hearer acquires more than just a counterpart.With the name, he also receives a means for referring to the object he has acquired a counterpartof. For him and for minimally the speaker, the name will be a means for getting back to theobject in question. The name is associated with an internal object, by the communication processthe internal object is a counterpart of an internal object of the original speaker and thereby ofwhatever that object is a counterpart of.This process takes the place of the causal theory of reference. The acquisition of a new (use of) aname is the association of the name with an internal object which is a counterpart of other objects.In a dubbing, the object is presented and by its presentation participants acquire a counterpartof the object. The name thereby becomes a name for the presented object for those involved inthe dubbing, at least if the presentation is successful.The second law is also a direct consequence of the principles sketched here. The counterpartrelation is established between the new user's internal object and the speaker's internal object. Ifthe speaker's object is a counterpart of an external object (through other use and a dubbing) thenew user's object will be a counterpart of that same object.In contrast to earlier on, there is now a fairly clear account of what goes on in the marginalcases. The new user always acquires a counterpart of the speaker's object and is thereby is ableto discuss that object with the speaker, independently of any external object present. In the caseof mistakes, the counterpart relation will split in di�erent ways.The explanation of language use involving names without a denotation is unproblematic and we8



can even explain how such names can be used to make true statements. Consider e.g. (7).(7) Santa Claus does not existWe can form a counterpart of Santa Claus by any of talk of Santa Claus. We can then deny thatthere is a real object which underlies this talk. Or consider the following example, involving thenon-existent planet Vulcan.(8) Harry believes Vulcan is covered with cratersWe can pick up a counterpart of Vulcan by the talk of this planet. Harry's Vulcan must be relatedto the same talk, and the sentence reports a belief of Harry about this object.4 Some ConceptsThe picture so far suggests some alternative conceptions around traditional concepts like thoughtsand the world. In this section I will develop these to a minimal extent. The idea is to have alarge class of entities of the type usually called proposition, thought, or fact etc. I will call themthoughts, though potential meanings of sentences is probably a more neutral description. Thoughtswill include mental representations, but they need not be mental representations: typically they arewhatever a mental representation can be a counterpart of. Within the thoughts, we single out somespecial classes, facts, possible facts, private thoughts, proper thoughts, etc. The construction of theclass of thoughts involves one of the many ways now available for building structured propositions.Any method will do, as long as it allows us to recover the basic building blocks of the structuredobject and its logical properties.First of all, the notion of counterpart must be extended to kinds and universals, (in principleto anything which is in the world). In experience of kinds and universals, counterparts of realkinds and universals are built up, in communication involving them further counterparts comeinto being. Again, innate properties may be assumed.Second, we assume some theory of structured propositions. Now, universals and internal universalsmay be combined with objects and internal objects. In this way, we can form propositional entitiesout of the various entities we have so far considered.This allows the following de�nition of a thought.A thought is a propositional construction out of internal and external objects and internal andexternal universals.Within the thoughts, we can consider external thoughts, the ones completely constructed fromexternal objects and universals.External thoughts are the possible facts: they can be in the world or not.Facts are the external thoughts that are in the world.Private thoughts are thoughts made up entirely from the internal objects and internal propertiesand relations of one particular mind. A mind can be equated with the collection of the privatethoughts of that mind. Mental representations are private thoughts which form the stu� thatminds are made from.Most interesting are, however, thoughts made from di�erent sources at the same time, the so-called mixed thoughts. These are the proper thoughts: They are objective without necessarilybeing possible facts. They are subjective without coinciding with representations.9



The counterpart relationship can be generalised to thoughts:(9) a. One thought is a counterpart of another thought, if it can bederived from the other thought by the substitution of a constituentobject by its counterpart.b. A thought A is a counterpart of a thought C if there is a thoughtB such that A is counterpart of B and B is a counterpart of C.In terms of the counterpart relationship between thoughts we can state what it means for twominds to agree with respect to some thought: both minds have a counterpart of that thought.Also, we can de�ne beliefs:(10) A thought is a belief of a mind i� the mind has a counterpart ofthe thought.And in the same way, truth for thoughts.(11) a thought is true i� it is a counterpart of a fact.It is however not clear that this covers all relevant situations. Suppose I guess that there is personwaiting in the hall, without any direct evidence for this, just based on my general expectations.Suppose furthermore that there is a person waiting. It then holds that my thought that there isa person waiting is true, even if my thought is not a counterpart of the actual situation.There are two solutions for this problem. The �rst starts by noting that it is not necessary to thinkof the thought as containing a counterpart of the waiting person himself. The thought may bebuilt from other objects, like the universal person and the universal waiting. The private objectsin the mind are then true counterparts of these universals. (This would be in the style of Russell'streatment of de�nites.) There is no reference to the person, but there is a genuine quanti�cationgoing on. De�nition (11) will continue to hold.The second route is to allow extensions of the counterpart relation. Where a private object |the waiting person in my thought in the example| is not a counterpart of anything at all, thecounterpart relation can be reasonably extended to include a link between the private objectformed in a mind and a real object. In this way, we can say that my thought is true because ofa reasonable extension to the counterpart relation. This is in the spirit of Kamp's de�nition ofa truthful embedding in Kamp (1981), which can be taken to consider all ways of establishing acounterpart relation between abstract representations and the world.Note that one can still debate cases like the following. Suppose, I think that John is waiting inthe hall. On the basis of this thought, I also think that there is a person in the hall. Suppose thatthere is a person in the hall, but Bill, not John. My �rst thought is false. But what about thesecond, derived, thought? My intuition here is that unless I would accept the thought that Johnor somebody else is waiting, the thought is still false. So perhaps extensions must be free: we canlink an internal object to an external object only if the internal object is not linked yet.Extensions can also be considered for a de�nition of agreement between people and for belief in athought.5 Interpreting Belief AscriptionsWhen do we think that a belief report is true? We hear an utterance, e.g. John believes that Fidois on the mat, and interpret the complement of that sentence. This interpretation constructs a10



private thought of the interpreter based on the use of the names of both objects and universalsin the sentence and the forms we associate with the remaining material. There is nothing specialabout this interpretation: the fact that it is a complement of a belief sentence does not makemuch di�erence. The one exception seems to be the treatment of possible presuppositions of thecomplement: they are evaluated against the context of the beliefs of the belief subject which maycontain material not contained in the basic context.The private objects and universals in the thought so formed are for all the interpreter knowscounterparts of real objects: this is a precondition on the successful use of names. (We shall seelater on that this principle can be specialised to other contexts.) Thereby the private thought ofthe interpreter appears to him as a counterpart of some other thought. It is of this other thoughtthat the interpreter is informed that John's mind has a counterpart. The interpretation processis thereby a vital intermediate step in determining the content of a belief ascription.The theory we have established so far, without embarking on the subtleties of interpretation, isalready able to analyse certain puzzles in the area of belief sentences. This is not the place toembark on a lengthy discussion of di�cult cases in the theory of belief sentences, but they mayserve as an illustration of the general concepts I introduced. Figure 4 illustrates an approach toKripke's puzzle (Kripke 1979), taken here as the problem of explaining the possibility of having aconsistent set of beliefs that includes two beliefs that taken as propositions are contradictory.
Fig.4 Pierre and Londonniceugly PierreLondresLondonLondon� XXXXXXXXXXXXXy zzz

The propositions \Londres is nice", \London is not nice" are contradictory, as the names Londonand Londres refer to the same object in the world. For Pierre, however, there are two counterpartsof this object, associated with Londres and London respectively. So his beliefs are consistent inthis respect.The second example (�gure 5) illustrates the Hob-Nob example of Geach (Geach 1967).(12) Hob believes that there is a witch in the village and Nob believesthat she poisoned his cow.In scope ambiguity treaments, only de re readings can be admitted here. This is contrary to ourintuitions, as we do not feel that in order to understand (12) we need to believe in the existenceof witches. Here, we have two ways of constructing a reading. The �rst one is by taking thewitch to be invented by Hob, who has communicated with Nob, thereby causing Nob to form acounterpart by communication. Intuitively, it is not required that Hob has talked to Nob, it issu�cient that both have been exposed to the same rumour, originating with some person x. Thisis illustrated in �gure 5. 11



Fig. 5 Hob, Nob and the Witchwitch
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There are however problems that are not so easily dealt with. The classical one is known as Frege'spuzzle, as it derives from Frege (1892).(13) The Babylonians believed that Hesperus was di�erent from Phos-phorus.(13) is true, but (14) is false.(14) The Babylonians believed that Hesperus was di�erent from Hespe-rus.On the assumptions we have made so far, it should be true that (14) is true if (13) is true.The Phosporus counterpart of the Babylonians is a counterpart of Venus and can thus be namedHesperus by us even if the Babylonians would not be prepared to do so.That this last assumption is correct can be seen by another example. We can without any problemreport that John thinks that Bill is wounded if John |who has never seen or heard of Bill| �ndsBill lying next to his bicycle. It cannot be a question of the belief subject knowing the name,whether or not we can use the name in an ascription.The remainder of the paper will be devoted to a solution for this problem. This solution israther linguistic and makes use of recent studies of presupposition, i.c. the anaphoric theory ofpresupposition, developed by Van der Sandt (1989). My presentation of this theory is based onZeevat (1992) and imports some ideas of Heim (1983) to the original theory.5.1 Presupposition TheoryThe material to which the speaker of a sentence is committed can be divided in two parts: apart which is assumed at the outset of the utterance and a part that is added by the sentenceas new information. There are a number of devices that make material presupposed: lexicalitems, syntactic constructions and intonation. These devices are called presupposition triggers.For the interpretation process, it makes a considerable di�erence whether material is presupposedor asserted. Presupposed material can either be identi�ed in the context or be accommodated atappropriate places in the context. Asserted material can never be identi�ed and is always addedto the context to which it belongs syntactically.12



To make this precise, some notion of context and of a hierarchy of contexts is required. Newcontexts are standardly introduced by negation, implication, quanti�cation and attitudes. In thisway, we can distinguish the following six contexts in the sentence (15).(15) If John believes that Harry is a bachelor, he does not believe thatBill is.Contexts are generated by logical operators and have a content which can be read of from theoperator. The following table lists the six contexts of (15) with the responsible operator.C0 the basic contextC00 if the condition of the conditionalC000 believe belief complementC01 then the consequens of the conditionalC010 not scope of negationC0100 believe scope of second beliefThe content of the contexts is determined by what is already known. In C0, we �nd what has beenestablished in the preceding conversation, in C00 we assume the content of C0, in C01 the contentof C0 plus the content of the if-clause, in C000 what is believed by John in C00, in C010 (most of)the content of C01 and in C0100 what is believed by John in C010. Negation (like the condition ofa counterfactual) has the special property that it inherits the content of the embedding contextonly in so far as this allows a consistent construal of the new material to be inserted there. Thisproperty is necessary for an adequate treatment of negations involving non-existent objects.The content of the context determines whether the presupposition can be found or can be added.It can be found if it is present in the content of the context or in the content of superior context, itcan be added to a context if it is consistent with the content of the context. A version of Van derSandt's theory lets the process search the content of the presupposition from the local to the globalcontext. The local context is the syntactic context of the trigger (the smallest scope of an operatorin which the trigger occurrence takes place). If it is necessary to extend the search to a highercontext, the presupposition is added to the context that was searched, unless the addition wouldcause an inconsistency there. In case we cannot �nd the presupposition, the process breaks o� atthe highest level with another default addition of the presupposition. Finding the presuppositionis called resolution, adding it accommodation. If both resolution and accommodation consistentlyfail for all contexts, interpretation is blocked.Proper names trigger two presuppositions: an existence presupposition and the presupposition thatthe object carries the name. The existence presupposition is the claim that there is something towhich the name refers. The name binds an argument of some predicate. The existence presuppo-sition is the claim that that argument exists1. The second presupposition is the statement thatthe argument is the referent of the name. In a DRT-like formalism the �rst presupposition is thestatement that x is a discourse marker, the second the statement x = n. Classical approximationsare given in (16),(16) a. 9xx = yb. y = n1The position, which some have defended, that the existence presupposition is triggered by the predicate ratherthan by the name, is by itself quite reasonable. It runs into problems however when we are dealing with argumentpositions that allow non-existing objects, e.g. :Frege discussed Vulcan.If we replace Vulcan by an unfamiliar name, say Eliza, then, in the default interpretation, Eliza exists. Making thepredicate the trigger for the existence presupposition is impossible in this case. The default interpretation can onlybe explained by assuming an existence presupposition on names.13



where y is a free variable for the position that the name occupies.We have already seen why we need a double presupposition. If Harry believes Bill is wounded,without knowing that Bill is the name of the unfortunate victim, Bill's beliefs include the existencepresupposition, but not the name-presupposition. In making the report, we assume both to bepart of the global context. The two presuppositions do not have the same status. The name-presuppositionmakes it possible to identify the referent among others, the existence presuppositionguarantees that it refers in its context. Thereby, it is a necessary condition on the local contextthat the existence presupposition holds, but not that the name-presupposition holds. At the sametime, the name presupposition entails the existence presupposition: you can have a name only ifyou exist. A name without a referent is a name that is limited to a subordinate context.Let us �rst apply the above to a simple example.(17) John thinks that Mary sleeps.
c.b.a. johnjohnjohn marymarymarymary 66 zzzzz Fig. 6 John thinks that Mary sleepsThe interpretation process lets us to deal with two presuppositions and two hierarchically orderedcontexts: C0 and C00, where the second contains what John believes according to C0.The result of the presupposition treatment will be:(18) a. if C0 contains a Mary or allows a Mary and C00 allows a Marythe result is:both C0 and C00 contain a Mary where C00's Mary is a counterpartof C0's one.b. if C0 contains a Mary or allows a Mary and C00 does not allowone, the result is:C00 contains a counterpart of C0's Mary (which is not a Mary).c. if C00 contains a Mary, C0 disallows one, the result is:C00 contains a Mary which cannot be a counterpart of a Mary inC0 (but possibly of something else)d. if neither C0 nor C00 allow a Mary, interpretation fails.Of course it is possible to give approximations of the propositional content. For (d) there willbe no content, for (c) we have to split the content in (c.1.), where an external object (not calledMary) is assumed and (c.0.) where no such counterpart is present. (c.0.) is a counterpart of theclassical de dicto reading, (b) of the de re reading.(19) a. 9x(x = mary ^ believe(j;9y(y = x ^ y = mary ^ sleep(x))))b. 9x(x = mary ^ believe(j;9y(y = x ^ sleep(x))))c.0. believe(j;9y(y = mary ^ sleep(y)))c.1. believe(j;9y(y = x ^ y = mary ^ sleep(x)))14



The innovative readings are (a), the default reading where we assume internal and external Mary'swhere the �rst is a counterpart of the second and (c.1.) which is one of a range of intermediatereadings.5.2 The problem resolvedConsider what happens in the Babylonian example. In (13) we have the task of both resolvingHesperus and Phosphorus from the belief context. Phosphorus (unlike itself or Hesperus) cannotbe locally resolved to the Hesperus counterpart of the Babylonians, as Hesperus does not meetthe name-presupposition of Phosphorus. So by default we have internal and external Hesperus'sand Phosphorus's linked by the counterpart relation, where the external objects coincide and theinternal ones are di�erent. This gives us consistent beliefs about the same object, that externallywould be inconsistent.In (14), the second occurrence of Hesperus will be resolved to the object to which the �rst occur-rence refers: the names are identical. This leads to an inconsistent context, as the context deniestheir identity. As this is resolution and not accommodation, the process does not need to preservethe consistency of the context. This interpretation explains the intuition that we are here dealingwith the attribution of an inconsistent belief to the Babylonians.The same explanation will account for an asymmetric version of the problem, as in (20).(20) a. The Babylonians believed that Phosphorus was visible in themorning sky.b. The Babylonians believed that Hesperus was visible in the morn-ing sky.In (20a) , a truth is expressed. (20b) should be true by the reasoning that we followed before:Hesperus is the name of an object of which the Babylonians believe that it is visible in the morningsky. However, by default we obtain the name-presupposition in the belief-context, which leadsto an interpretation that is false as we cannot �nd an object in the Babylonian mind which isboth visible in the morning sky and Hesperus. The only way to overcome this interpretation is byassuming that the name-presupposition is false in the context of the Babylonian beliefs. In thatcase, we indeed get an interpretation under which (20b) is true, again in accordance with ourintuition that holds that (20b) is true in one sense and false in another.The explanation uses a distinction between the apparent logical form and the real logical formde�ned by a process of interpretation in which presupposition are resolved or accommodated,according to the content of the context of their triggers. The sentence, understood as a formulawith a structural similarity to the sentence, determines one truth condition. The interpretationprocess may however assign a di�erent structure to the formula that characterises the interpretedsentence.The resolution and accommodation processes lead to extra constraints on the counterpart relation:resolution by unifying the internal object with an internal or external one so that the internal objectmust be a counterpart of or identical to the object to which it is resolved (resolution within thesame world or the same mind means identity), accommodation by creating an external object ofwhich the internal object is a counterpart.The above gives an account of the Fregean puzzle without assuming senses. We can be pureMillians and still explain the semantic puzzle: why is there no substitution salva veritate. (substi-tution does not preserve the interpretation of the sentence). Also, we have a basis for an attackon the epistemic version of the puzzle: we describe the Babylonian mind in such a way that itwill change under the inux of the new information that Hesperus is Phosphorus. We do not need15



senses, as we can describe what change a statement can make to a mind and that is all we needfor explaining Frege's intuition that identity statements can be informative.A Fregean may retort that, now, we can associate with the linguistic entities partial functionsmapping minds (or information states) to new minds. If necessary, we could consider this functionto be the sense of the expression and de�ne the meaning of complex expressions by function com-position. Nobody can |it seems| quarrel with this alternative account of senses. Fregeanism,however, goes beyond this simple view of senses by postulating that sometimes the senses them-selves are the referents. It is here that we are forced to disagree.5.3 De�nites and Inde�nitesThe Millian account can be extended to cover other referring expressions as well. If we believe-with Russell- that for de�nite descriptions there is no Fregean puzzle, because the content of thedescription belongs to the assertion that is made, we obtain a model to which we can then tryto assimilate names and demonstratives. Much work has been devoted to such attempts and toshowing that such solutions cannot work.What I want to propose is the reverse: a Millian account of de�nites and inde�nites. I believesuch an account is important for a better understanding of what goes on in belief contexts and fora better grasp on incorrect, but successful reference by means of these descriptions. There is animportant proviso here: I do not want to claim that all uses of descriptions must be so understood.In particular, there are clear uses of both de�nites and inde�nites where they contribute to theassertion. For example, both types of descriptions can be used in predicative positions and they canboth be involved in quanti�cational structures. Nonetheless, an important use of these descriptionsis to refer to objects. A direct reference account of de�nite descriptions has been provided inKaplan (1978), here we extend it to inde�nites.Reference to objects is a special kind of action. As other actions, it is only successful if certain ac-tion presuppositions are ful�lled. In this case, an obvious presupposition is that there is somethingto which the expression can refer. The second action presupposition is that the means chosen forreferring are adequate. The rules involved here are complex, but often have to do with propertiesof the context that could not possibly contribute to the content of the utterance (e.g. the referenthas been mentioned before, it is salient in the context, etc). For descriptions, one condition isalways that the referent meets the description. Bearing the name is the analogous condition forproper names.What must meet the two presuppositions is the context of the trigger (here the referring expres-sion). In simple belief sentences, typically, a trigger under the belief will have its presuppositionssatis�ed in both contexts: the basic context and the context given by the belief operator. Resolu-tion and the presence of incompatibilities will result in weaker readings.What happens if a reference is made, but one of the presuppositions fails to hold ? For existence,it will lead to misinformation: the interlocutor will assume the existence of the referent andconsequently obtain information that the speaker cannot guarantee. For adequacy, there is adanger of false information arising or the identi�cation of a wrong referent. Similar e�ects arise ifthe conditions of use are transgressed. In all cases, identi�cations that should have been made arenot made, unintended identi�cations may take place and false information may be accommodated.All in all, the speaker does not get her information across.This leads to the assumption, that the speaker, in choosing his means of reference, indicates withrespect to each of the references she is making that she thinks the object exists, that the objectmeets a certain predicate or bears a certain name, etc. This information is over and above whatthe speaker asserts in her utterance or at least may be so: of course, the speaker knows that sheis conveying extra information and may exploit this fact.16



In the local contexts arising from quanti�cation, negation and the attitudes, antecedents for thepresuppositions may be in the local context or in an intermediate context or in the outermostcontext. If the antecedent is not found in the local context, the identi�cation of the antecedent isaccompanied by accommodations in intervening contexts. When there is no antecedent, accom-modation takes place in all contexts of the trigger. Accommodation is here attempted addition:addition takes place when it does not yield an inconsistent context.In �gure 7, a standard de�nite description gets three readings: a double accommodation (accom-modation in the outside box may be resolution) (a), a de re reading (b) (John knows his supervisorbut not as his supervisor) and a de dicto reading (c) (John has no supervisor but only thinks so).
c.b.a. John John
John

John
JohnJohn supersuper

supersuper selfselfself 66666 ||||| ||||||Fig. 7 John thinks that his supervisor hates himAt this level of description, completely the same happens with inde�nites as in �gure 8.
Fig. 8 John thinks that a professor hates himprof

profprof
profc.b.a. John John

John
John

JohnJohn
selfselfself 66666 ||||| ||||||Here we are dealing with a case which generally is not considered to be a presupposition, butwhich nonetheless behaves much like one. An obvious reason for not treating the existence pre-supposition and the descriptive one we associated with inde�nites as presuppositions is that theirpresupposition is not supposed by the speaker to be known to the user. The use of an inde�niteindicates that the presuppositions cannot be resolved to the context. But the presupposition isprojected out of large number of contexts, including quanti�cation and negation. We all know theexamples: they are the classical examples of quanti�er scope ambiguity. Compare (21):(21) John does not know a girlHere the most plausible interpretation is the one obtained by accommodation (the other interpre-17



tation is better expressed using any). What I have to explain is why this is not always the defaultreading. But before discussing that, we can observe that the presuppositions of inde�nites maybreak out of any operator containing them.To explain why they do not always break out of the scope of a quanti�er, it is necessary tointroduce a general property of presuppositions. We have seen two cases where projection isblocked: resolution and incompatibility with the exterior context. There is a third factor: whenthey contain a variable that is bound by the quanti�er.(22) a. Every boy regrets that he lost his bike.b. Whenever John buys a car, there is something wrong with themotor.c. When John drinks, he has a beer.(22a) illustrates that a de�nite (his bike) can be trapped inside the scope of a quanti�er andso does (22b) . The explanation here is that there is a dependence on the boy (the car) in thecondition. (22c) illustrates the same for inde�nites. The explanation here should be the same:a dependence on the occasions of drinking that the conditional quanti�es over.(23)illustrates some other positions that inde�nites �nd it hard to escape from.(23) a. Every boy who knows a girl loves her.b. Every boy who knows the girl loves her.c. When a tourist visits a museum, he is impressed.d. When a tourist visits the museum, he is impressed.There is a strong contrast between (23ac) and (23bd) . Though further study of this phenomenonis certainly necessary, we may speculate that inde�nites have a tendency to become dependent onthe quanti�ed variables active in their context2. As in the case of dependent de�nites, this limitstheir accommodation to the scope of any quanti�er on which they have become dependent. Asbeliefs are not quanti�ers, this would explain why inde�nites tend to oat out from belief contexts.Another argument for the view that inde�nites are (accommodation only) presuppositions comesfrom languages such as Latin or Russian which do not mark the grammatical distinction betweende�nites and inde�nites.(24) Homo currit. (man runs)(24) can mean that a man runs, but also that the man runs. We should describe homo as an NP asa presupposition trigger with almost standard behaviour: it tries to be resolved and if it fails it getsaccommodated. This allows a description of the bare singular NP in Latin which just says that itpresupposes the existence of something meeting the content of the noun. This contrasts with thespecialisation we �nd in our languages. Short deaccented de�nite descriptions must be resolved(directly or by bridging), long ones can also identify referents in the non-linguistic background(possibly by bridging or accommodation) and inde�nites, �nally, must be accommodated. Eachof these speci�cations is a separate rule.2The phenomenon of er-insertion in Dutch with inde�nite non-subsecting NPs points in the same direction: thereferent of the inde�nite needs to be located. If we assume that the special contexts all introduce a location, wehave our explanation. 18



6 Some considerationsThis is of course a rather reactionary paper which goes against the successful Fregean revolutionin semantics in holding that reference is primarily a property of minds: the successful intentionof external objects. Traditionally, language is only a means to transfer representations from oneperson to another. Our only addition to pre-fregean semantics is the observation that this processwill also transfer reference.Where do we disagree with Frege? In the �rst place, in the theory of reference. Here, the onlynames without a reference are the ones where the name is only a atus vocis, i.e. even the speakerdoes not intend anything with it. As soon as the speaker has an internal object for it, it can be usedas a name. It is in no way guaranteed however that a true or false thought can be communicatedby means of it. Much the same holds for words that refer to universals.Also, there is no obvious motivation for a theory of sense. We have seen how Frege's problemcan be solved without any appeal to a theory of sense. We only required the assumption ofan interpretation mechanism. This motivation is also not forthcoming from studying indirectcontexts, as the natural way of interpreting them will be their interpretation in other contexts(e.g. what we know about another person's beliefs) than the current one.A person who is able to incorporate the information presented by some linguistic utterance intoher existing information (or the information she assumes others to have) in accordance with theuse of the expression involved in the utterance, has su�cient grasp of the meaning for the taskat hand. If the person is also capable of correctly formulating information at her disposal bythe expression, we have all that is required for correct use of the expression. Though we maywant to reconstruct meaning as a function from information states to information states, it doesnot follow that this notion has any other role then characterising how expressions are used, i.e.provide a criterion for when a person uses an expression correctly and when not. The knowledgeof the function as such goes beyond what is required by communication, since all we require ofthe subject is how to knowledge with respect to the information states she has at her disposal.ReferencesFauconnier, G. (1985)Mental Spaces: Aspects of Meaning Construction in Natural Language. MITPress, Cambridge (Ma.).Frege, G. (1892) �Uber Sinn und Bedeutung. Zeitschrift f�ur Philosophie und philosophische Kri-tik100, p. 25-50.Geach, P. T. ((1967) Intentional Identity. In: Journal of Philosophy LXIV p. 627-632.Heim, I. (1983) On the projection problem for presuppositions, WCCFL 2 p. 114-26.Kripke, S. (1972) Naming and Necessity. In: D. Davidson & G. Harman (eds.) Semantics ofNatural Language, Reidel Dordrecht p. 253-355.Kripke, S. (1979) A Puzzle about Belief. In: A. Margalit (ed.),Meaning and Use, Reidel Dordrechtp. 239-283.Lewis, D. (1968) Counterpart Theory and Quanti�ed Modal Logic. In: The Journal of Philosophy65 , p. 113-126.Kamp, H. (1981) A Theory of Truth and Semantic Representation. In: J.A.G. Groenendijk,T.M.V. Janssen & M.B.J. Stokhof (eds.). Formal Methods in the Study of Language. MathematicalCentre, Amsterdam p. 277-322. 19
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